CLOUD IT SOLUTIONS

SERVICE BRIEF

Cloud IT Solutions
Eliminate expensive startup costs and IT management overhead with
enterprise-level cloud solutions.
Welcome to the Future of
Technology Management
Cloud IT is a cost-effective solution that greatly
reduces the cost of setup and management.
Imagine being able to expand your company’s
capabilities without needing to purchase
expensive hardware or worry about running and
maintaining it in your office. With the cloud, you
can take advantage of secure, fully-hosted data
centers without the cost of running your own.
All of your servers and solutions are housed
within FRS Pros’s secure, off-site data center,
greatly reducing the cost of management and
maintenance.

Hosted Virtualized Cloud Servers
Deploy, manage, and maintain your company’s
server environment in our data center.
Running a business used to require expensive
server equipment that needed to be replaced
every few years. With COMANYNAME’s Cloud
Management solution, your server is housed
securely and maintained by our experienced
technicians and engineers. We take advantage of
virtualized server environments so you get the
most out of your technology. This results in far
less resource and energy consumption, meaning
it’s friendly for both the environment and
your budget.

employs the highest standards of IT management
in our data centers to ensure optimal uptime,
data protection, and continuity. This helps your
business to not worry about your IT and
concentrate on daily operations.

Hosted IT Solutions
Get enterprise-level IT solutions for affordable
small business prices.

Features
 Constant Uptime and
Stability Monitoring

 Hosted Server Management,
Maintenance, and Support

 Cost-Effective and
Environmentally Friendly

With FRS Pros’s Cloud Management solution,
your business can improve your day-to-day
operations without the astronomical startup costs
that come with changes to your IT infrastructure.
Be sure to ask us about our other cloud solutions,
including:








Hosted Exchange Email
Email Filtering/Spam Protection
Desktop Virtualization
Hosted VoIP
Hosted Security and Backup
Hosted Applications

Internally, your users will be able to access files
and applications hosted on your virtual servers as
if they were physically at your location. FRS Pros

 Complete Data Redundancy
and Continuity

 Flat-Rate, Easily Budgeted Expense

Benefits
 Reduce the costs of your
IT overhead.

 Bypass the expensive initial costs
of integration, and reduce monthly
IT costs.

 Free up physical space and
technology resources at
your location.

 Extremely fast, near-instantaneous
recovery from server failures.

 Benefit from enterprise-level
security and other solutions
that may not be within your
current budget.

 Perfect for startups and established
businesses alike.

Get Proactive, Call Us TODAY! 561-795-2000
www.frspros.com | info@frspros.com
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